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What is in a scientist name? Which indexes can a scientist's bibliographic 
citation summarizes? In the several branches of science, some names are truly 
iconic, and their mention has the power to synthesize a whole life of ideas and 
revolutionary work. That is the case for Charles Darwin, Albert Einstein, and 
Francis Crick to cite a few. And what about the average or normal scientist in 
the Thomas Kuhn sense? With the thousands of scientific papers being 
produced every month, picking an authors name, associate it to a research field 
and right evaluate his or her performance is in most of times a cumbersome 
task. 
Since the first proposal to measure the citations to a scientific paper - the 
impact factor (Garfield 1955) - several methodologies to evaluate the 
performance of a given scientist have been under development aiming at the 
creation of indices in the many fields of science. The most popular of these 
science indices is the Hirsch Index or h-index (Hirsch 2005) which measures in 
decreasing order of citation the h paper that received h citations. Due to the 
simplicity of calculation, the h-index attracted a broad audience, though some 
critics alert about a generalization on its use (Kelly and Jennions 2006). 
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Methodological changes claiming improvements in the h-index have 
been developed pari passu. The G-index (Egghe 2006) is one such an 
improvement. It gives high score to those papers that are ranked as the most 
cited in the h -index calculation but do not longer contribute to increase the h-
index as they receive new citations. 
Standard scientific bibliographic citation does not make use of any 
indicator or tag to resolve ambiguous author names. Implicit in this format is the 
assumption that homonymous citation can be resolved by inspecting the set of 
documents (papers, books etc) associated to each name. While some 
databases automatically categorize and associate to each author the 
documents of his or her specific scientific field, this procedure do not allow an 
instant evaluation of each author performance or activity. Some softwares for 
google scholar searchings offer raw citation analysis based on both h-index 
derived and common science indicators (average citation/papers, total citations 
etc) (Harzing 2007). However, one still needs a further browsing of the 
document set to discriminate completely homonymous authors working in 
related areas of the biomedical research. Thus, the combination of 
homonymous authors and the extensive branching of the biomedical sciences 
makes difficult to readers outside their researcher areas to associate a generic 
citation to a specific author and most important, to immediately evaluate the 
influence of that author. 
A simple solution to this problem is to create an identifier derived from 
the science index metrics. It is low probability that homonymous authors 
working in related scientific research areas have equal scores for h and G 
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index, number of papers and total citations. Thus, two or more homonymous 
authors can be promptly distinguished (and evaluated!) by the readers if the 
bibliographic citation indicates their scientific performance scores.
I am proposing here that these science indexes could be added to 
biomedical bibliographic citation in order to create a unique identifier for every 
researcher. This identifier is formed by the combination of the science 
performance indexes h, G, total citations and numbers of papers. Additionally, a 
three-four letters area definition (i.e., mbio for molecular biology, med for 
medicine, gen for genetics/genomics, phar for pharmacology etc) and the 
reference year may complement this citation scheme. As an example, my own 
science indexes  obtained from ISI Web of Knowledge databases are h-index: 
7, g-index: 9, total citations: 91, papers: 17, current year: 2007, area of 
molecular biology. My index-based scientific citation would be:
BrandaoA h7g9c91p17 mbio2007. 
This citation scheme summarizes most of the information to get insight into the 
performance of a given biomedical scientist. The numbers following the 
standard bibliographic citation promptly create a tag that is unique and provides 
information on the activity of the researcher. Being composed by numbers that 
change periodically, it is a dynamical identifier and can provide a snapshot of 
the researcher's career along the years, as the very productive researchers will 
change these numbers periodically.
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